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Abstract
Despite the incredible advancements in American medical innovation in recent years, problems exist regarding access to care, particularly in rural areas of the country. These problems are due in part to misguided policy decisions, and as a result, the current U.S. system of training doctors after graduation from medical school fails to produce the proper number and mix of physicians, while leaving thousands of qualified medical graduates without a pathway to participate in the health care workforce. Allowing medical school graduates to practice under provisional medical licenses would take advantage of the existing surplus of medical talent in the U.S., thus mitigating the current shortage of practicing physicians.

In some regards, the United States of America is home to the greatest health care system in the world. However, problems exist regarding access to care, particularly in rural areas of the country. These problems are due in part to misguided policy decisions, and as a result, the current U.S. system of training doctors after graduation from medical school fails to produce the proper number and mix of physicians and leaves thousands of qualified medical graduates without a pathway to participate in the health care workforce.

This issue has never been adequately addressed in health care reforms, including in the Affordable Care Act (commonly known as Obamacare). It can, however, be significantly ameliorated by making some relatively modest policy changes to the current framework for physician training and licensure that would take advantage of the pool of available medical graduates to help alleviate the current and predicted physician shortage. In particular, if states were
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**KEY POINTS**

- Despite the incredible advancements in American medical innovation in recent years, problems exist regarding access to care, particularly in rural areas of the country.
- There is a significant shortage of health care workers throughout the country, which is predicted to get worse over the coming decades.
- Due to misguided policies, the U.S. system of training fails to produce the proper number and mix of physicians and excludes many qualified medical graduates.
- To take advantage of the existing surplus of talent in the U.S., state policymakers should allow medical school graduates to practice under provisional medical licenses.
- Allowing graduates to practice under provisional medical licenses would take advantage of the existing surplus of medical talent in the U.S., thus mitigating the current shortage of practicing physicians.
to offer provisional medical licenses to these graduates, the U.S. health care system would be able to take advantage of an untapped source of medical talent and could address many of the problems regarding shortages of care. Furthermore, allowing these graduates into the market may open up new training mechanisms for medical graduates that could fundamentally improve access to care for many Americans.

A Shortage of Physicians

A recent analysis by the Association of American Medical Colleges identified a significant shortage in the health care workforce throughout the country and predicted that the situation will get worse over the coming decades. The study predicts that demand for physician services will grow faster than supply and ultimately result in a nationwide shortage of between 40,800 and 104,900 physicians in both primary and specialty care by 2030.

A primary reason for this shortage is the aging American population, patients as well as physicians. The American population age 65 and older is forecasted to grow by 55 percent from 2015 to 2030. Additionally, more than one-third of currently active physicians will be 65 or older within the next decade, meaning that even if physicians are replaced at the same rate at which they retire, there is likely to be inadequate access to necessary health care services, especially in rural areas of the country.¹

A Surplus of Talent

Each year, medical school graduates apply for residency training positions through the National Resident Matching Program, commonly known as “The Match.” These three-year to seven-year programs are overseen by the Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education (ACGME) and provide training to enable medical school graduates to practice as physicians.

After completing a residency program, trainees are eligible to sit for a board exam, written by a member group of the American Board of Medical Specialties (ABMS). If successful, trainees then receive certification in their chosen medical specialty. They are then eligible to pursue additional graduate medical education through fellowship training in even more specialized medical fields. In each of the past seven years, however, several thousand medical graduates—American as well as foreign—have failed to obtain residency training spots in the U.S., resulting in a frustrating situation: a shortage of practicing physicians despite a surplus

of talent. It is reported that many of these graduates are often relegated to working entirely outside the medical field, including selling sunglasses, driving taxis, and working at restaurants.

**Funding of Graduate Medical Education (GME)**

Post-graduate medical training has existed in some capacity in the U.S. since at least the 19th century. Much of the early training occurred through informal methods, such as apprenticeships and short courses. Hospitals traditionally absorbed the cost of graduate medical education without government subsidies until the middle of the 20th century.

In the 1960s, the federal government became involved in post-graduate medical training when federal funding for GME became part of mandatory spending in the Medicare program. Federal support of GME was never intended to be permanent, yet has remained the primary funding source of residency programs for the past 50 years. Medicare contributes about $9 billion per year to GME. In addition to Medicare, Medicaid (about $4 billion), the Veterans Administration ($1.4 billion to $1.5 billion), and the Health Research and Services Administration ($464 million) also provide support for GME. An unspecified amount of GME funding also comes from private sources, which is difficult to track.

Partially to address the rapidly rising costs of GME and in response to warnings of a physician surplus, the Balanced Budget Act of 1997 included several provisions relating to GME, most importantly the imposition of a cap on the number of Medicare-funded allopathic and osteopathic residency slots at 1996 levels. This cap has remained in place ever since.

**Current Problems with GME.** The U.S. GME system suffers from a number of serious problems, most notably a failure to produce an adequate number and mix of doctors to meet the health care needs of the American public. Because GME funding goes directly to the teaching institutions, this money is often focused on the narrow needs of the teaching hospital rather than the broader health care needs of the population as a whole. In general, the U.S. has not adequately supplied the training needed to meet the demand for, among others, primary care physicians and general surgeons, especially for rural areas of the country. Access to care in rural areas has been a particular problem for decades. Although nearly 20 percent of
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the country lives in rural areas, fewer than 10 percent of primary care providers practice there. In fact, as of 2016, more than 6,000 federally designated areas of the country had a shortage of primary care physicians.\(^\text{10}\) Additionally, graduates of residency programs have consistently demonstrated a preference for working in areas near where they completed their residencies. Since most teaching hospitals are not in rural areas, this trend does not suggest that the current arrangement will alleviate the problem.\(^\text{11}\)

Given the predicted shortage of up to 104,900 primary and specialty care physicians, the U.S. will face considerable health care access problems unless these physician-supply restrictions are alleviated. In a free market, resources are consistently adjusted in a manner that allows supply to be consistent with demand. When demand changes, supply also responds in a corresponding manner. The current GME system, on the other hand, is incapable of adequately responding to market forces, leaving many highly qualified medical school graduates without residency training positions in the main residency match.\(^\text{12}\)

As a result, despite the growing physician shortage, many medical graduates are unable to enter the field and treat patients in any capacity.\(^\text{13}\) In 2017, there were nearly 5,000 medical graduates in the U.S. who did not place into a residency program during the main residency match.\(^\text{14}\) Some medical graduates are so eager to enter the field that they may be willing to work without pay, just to gain the experience, as interns do in many other fields, such as government, law, engineering, architecture, and data science.\(^\text{15}\)

### Provisional Licenses Can Alleviate Physician Shortage

To take advantage of the existing surplus of talent in the U.S., policymakers should allow medical school graduates to practice under provisional medical licenses. State governments could establish provisional licenses that would enable medical graduates to work under the supervision of a primary care physician or hospital to assist in care and acquire training. Medical graduates, both American and international, who have passed the United States Medical Licensing Exams, or equivalent proficiency examinations, should be eligible for this type of licensing.

Policymakers should ensure that, under these provisional licenses, medical graduates can enter into collaborative, contractual agreements with practicing physicians who agree to supervise the trainees. The license would enable the graduate to have more independence treating patients than a medical student, but with an appropriate level of supervision from the collaborating physician.

Details of the collaboration, training, and level of supervision would be documented via contract. Over time, the supervising physician can allow the trainee more independence, commensurate with his or her experience and level of competence.\(^\text{16}\) By
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14. This number exceeds 8,000 if non-U.S. citizen international students and graduates are considered.


16. The collaborating physician will have a vested interest in monitoring and maintaining the quality of the graduate’s work at the risk of losing patients, having his own license revoked, or lawsuits and even criminal sanctions.
allowing medical graduates to work under a provisional license, the health care system can take a big step toward mitigating access to care problems, especially in rural areas and for primary care, where there is significant demand and a shortage of physicians.

**Current Experience with Provisional Licenses**

Some states have begun to pursue legislation to allow provisional licensing. In fact, Arkansas, Kansas, Missouri, and Utah have passed legislation to provide licenses to medical graduates to treat patients under the supervision of a practicing physician. Although these reforms are definitely a step in the right direction, these states have also imposed a number of unnecessary restrictions on their provisional licenses that seem to be counterproductive.

For example, Arkansas and Missouri limit eligibility to graduates who have completed medical school within several years of applying (four years and five years, respectively). Although this restriction is likely intended to prevent doctors who have been out of practice for a significant amount of time from treating patients, this restriction also precludes doctors with years, and possibly decades, of experience from being able to practice. The legislation passed in Kansas is especially restrictive, limited to students who have attended a particular medical school within the state. Private parties, such as hospitals and medical practices, as well as trainees, should be able to contract at will, provided the medical graduate meets the basic qualifications. These types of restrictions will reduce the effect of these efforts by failing to take full advantage of the available pool of qualified medical graduates.

The American Medical Association and the American Osteopathic Association have opposed provisional licensing laws, suggesting that allowing these medical graduates to enter the field will jeopardize patient safety and create an underclass of graduates.


18. The Arkansas law requires that licensing exams be passed in the first two years before application for licensure “but not more than two (2) years after graduation from a medical school, an allopathic medical college, or an osteopathic medical college.” The Missouri law has a similar clause but requires exams be passed “in no event more than three years after graduation from a medical college or osteopathic medical college.” These clauses thus preclude people who graduated from medical school more than four years preceding application for licensure in Arkansas, and five years in Missouri. The law in Utah is similarly restrictive.

19. Prospective trainees with less recent experience, as in other industries, would need to demonstrate competence (via shadowing, proficiency examinations) before being able to enter a collaborative agreement with an existing practitioner.
medical providers.\textsuperscript{20} However, physician assistants and nurse practitioners do not receive substantially more training than medical students receive, yet they still treat patients throughout the country with a significant level of autonomy without having to undergo nearly the extent of post-graduate training that medical graduates are currently required to receive.

If done correctly, providing provisional licensure for medical graduates could open up an entirely new and competitive market for physician training, ultimately giving these graduates more choice and enabling them to receive as good, or even better, training than that available under the existing system dominated by the ACGME and ABMS.\textsuperscript{21}

Recently, several major medical specialty boards, including the American Board of Internal Medicine, have received heavy criticism regarding their maintenance of certification requirements that a growing number of doctors view as costly, burdensome, and useless, spawning a number of alternative certifying entities that are challenging the status quo.\textsuperscript{22}

**Conclusion**

Well-trained doctors are the heart of the American health care system. Unfortunately, the existing framework for physician training and licensure restricts the supply of practicing physicians, thus exacerbating issues regarding access to care. Fortunately, market-based reforms concerning medical licensure and training can address current healthcare-workforce and access-to-care issues. Allowing medical school graduates to practice under provisional medical licenses would take full advantage of the existing surplus of medical talent in the U.S., thus mitigating the current shortage of practicing physicians.
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